Building the Computing System for Autonomous Micromobility Vehicles: Design Constraints and Architectural Optimizations

**Abstract**—This paper presents the computing system design in our commercial autonomous vehicles, and provides a detailed performance, energy, and cost analyses. Drawing from our commercial deployment experience, this paper has two objectives. First, we highlight design constraints unique to autonomous vehicles that might change the way we approach existing architecture problems. Second, we identify new architecture and systems problems that are perhaps less studied before but are critical to autonomous vehicles.
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I. Introduction

Micromobility is a rising transport mode wherein lightweight vehicles cover short trips that massive transit ignore. According to US Department of Transportation, 60% of vehicle traffic is attributed to trips under 5 miles [1], [2]. Transportation needs in short trips are disproportionately under-served by current mass transit systems due to high cost, which affects the society profoundly. For instance, people who have difficulties getting to and from transit stations—the perennial first-mile/last-mile challenge [3], [4], [5]—forego job opportunities, accesses to healthy food, and preventative medical care [6]. Micromobility bridges transit services and communities’ needs, driving the rise of Mobility-as-a-Service [7].

Over the past three years, we have built and commercialized an autonomous vehicle system for micromobility. Our vehicles so far have been deployed in the US, Japan, China, and Switzerland. Drawing from the real product that is deployed and currently operating in the field, this paper presents the opportunities and challenges of building on-vehicle computing systems for autonomous vehicles. We introduce our workloads and their characteristics, describe the design constraints we face, explain the trade-offs we make driven by the constraints, and highlight optimization opportunities through characterizing the end-to-end system.

This paper complements prior academic studies [8], and provides contexts to compare autonomous vehicles with other autonomous machines such as mobile robots and unmanned aerial vehicles [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].

Designing the on-vehicle computing system for an autonomous vehicle faces a myriad of constraints such as latency, throughput, energy, cost, and safety. While these constraints also govern conventional computing system design, we must now analyze them in the broad context of an end-to-end vehicle. To that end, we introduce generic analytical models that let us reason about the constraints in any autonomous vehicle, and use concrete data measured from our vehicles to highlight the constraints we face (Sec. III).

Leveraging these quantitative models, the rest of the paper presents and characterizes our on-vehicle processing system, which we dub “Systems-on-a-Vehicle” (SoV). The SoV processes sensory information to generate control commands, which are sent to the actuator to control the vehicle.

We first introduce the software pipeline exercised by the SoV in our deployed vehicles (Sec. IV). While individual algorithmic building blocks such as perception and planning have been explored before in the literature [15], [9], [10], [13], we focus on the data-flow across the building blocks and their inherent task-level parallelisms (TLP). We also describe the hybrid proactive-reactive design in our software pipeline, which ensures safety with low compute cost.

Based on the software pipeline, we then describe the computing platform design (Sec. V). We quantitatively demonstrate the limitations of two obvious options for building the computing platform: off-the-shelf mobile Systems-on-a-chip (SoCs) and existing automotive chips (Sec. V-A). In light of the limitations, we introduce our custom computing platform, taking into account the inherent TLPs, programmability, ease of deployment, and cost in the broad context of the SoV (Sec. V-B). We present a performance, power, and cost breakdown of the computing platform (Sec. V-C), which shows several counter-intuitive observations. For instance, sensing contributes significantly to the end-to-end latency, whereas motion planning is insignificant to us.

While the computing platform is critical, hyper-optimizing it may not lead to the best overall solution. In cases where computing could be directly replaced by sensing, accelerating the computing algorithms provides little benefits. The interactions of computing and sensing in the SoV provides new optimization opportunities that lead to greater overall gains. We discuss two concrete instances where we co-design sensing with computing reduces the compute cost.
while improving the navigation quality and safety (Sec. VI).

To this day, autonomous driving is still largely an obscure segment with a dearth of concrete data and technological details publicly available. We hope that by anatomizing a complete commercial system and reporting our end-to-end design with unobscured, unnormalized data, we could promote open-source hardware platforms for autonomous vehicles in the decade to come, which empowers everyone to innovate on algorithms and build competitive products, much like how machine learning (ML) platforms today have led to an explosion of ML-enabled applications and services. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We introduce real autonomous vehicle workloads, and present unobscured, unnormalized data (power, cost, latency) measured from our deployed vehicles that future research can build on.
- We present simple, generic models of latency, energy, and cost constraints for designing autonomous vehicles’ computing systems. We then use concrete parameters measured from our vehicles to highlight the design decisions we make. For instance, adding an additional on-vehicle server to the SoV would reduce driving time by at least 3%.
- We present a detailed performance characterization of our vehicles. The latency of the on-vehicle computing system contributes to 88% of the end-to-end latency, and the rest is attributed to mechanical latency. Sensing, while less-studied, constitutes almost 50% of the SoV latency, and is a lucrative target for optimization.
- We highlight that the computing system shouldn’t be optimized alone. We present two case-studies to show that co-optimizing the sensory and computational components is sometimes more effective.
- Hardware acceleration on FPGA improves perception latency by 1.6×, translating to 23% end-to-end latency reduction on average. Runtime partial reconfiguration provides a cost-effective solution to balance programmability and efficiency.

II. Background and Context

We first briefly introduce our products and deployment in order to provide contexts for the rest of the paper. We then overview the end-to-end infrastructure that we deploy to support its autonomous vehicles.

II-A. Micromobility and Our Vehicles

McKinsey estimates that the micromobility market will grow to up to $500 billion in 2030, about one quarter of the entire autonomous-driving market [2]. We see micromobility at the forefront of adopting and popularizing autonomous vehicle technologies, because micromobility trips usually take place in constrained environments, wherein deploying autonomous vehicles meets less pushback.

We provide two autonomous vehicles designs: 2-seater pods targeting private transportation experiences, and 8-seater shuttles targeting public autonomous driving trans-
observations and statistics to the cloud tasks. Similar to Tesla, we also use a pre-constructed map that marks lanes. In particular, we use OpenStreetMap (OSM) [19], and Tesla uses Google Maps [20]. We frequently annotate OSM with semantic information of the environment.

Due to the limitation of communication bandwidth, the only data we upload to the cloud in real-time is the condensed operational log (once an hour), which is very small in size (a few KB). The raw training data (e.g., images) is enormous even after compression (as high as 1 TB per day) and, thus, the raw data is stored in the on-vehicle SSD and manually uploaded to the cloud at the end of each operational day, a practice widely adopted in the industry.

III. Design Constraints

We introduce general models that let us reason about the constraints and requirements in any autonomous vehicle. These models help architects evaluate their design decisions for the end-to-end system rather than for isolated components. We then use concrete data from our vehicles to highlight the constraints and requirements we face.

III-A. Performance Requirements

Latency Requirement The end-to-end latency, i.e., the time between when a new event is sensed in the environment (e.g., change of distance, new object) and when the vehicle fully stops, must be short enough to avoid hitting objects.

The latency requirement could be derived using a simple analytical model as shown in Fig. 2. The latency consists of four major components: the time for the computing system to generate control commands from the sensor inputs ($T_{comp}$), the time to transmit the control commands to the vehicle’s actuator through the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus ($T_{data}$), the time it takes for the mechanical components of the vehicle to start reacting ($T_{mech}$), and the time for the vehicle to fully stop ($T_{stop}$). Assuming the brake generates a deceleration of $a$, the vehicle’s speed is $v$, and an object is of distance $D$ to the vehicle when it is sensed, the following, which is generic to any autonomous vehicle, must hold [21]:

$$(T_{comp} + T_{data} + T_{mech}) \times v + \frac{1}{2} \times a \times T_{stop}^2 \leq D \quad (1a)$$

$$T_{stop} = \frac{v}{a} \quad (1b)$$

We use this model to derive the latency requirement of the computing system $T_{comp}$, which is the primary target of our optimizations. In our vehicles at a typical speed $v$ of $5.6 \text{ m/s}$, the brake generates a deceleration $a$ of about $4 \text{ m/s}^2$. Our measurements show that $T_{data}$ is about $1 \text{ ms}$ and $T_{mech}$ is about $19 \text{ ms}$. Given these, Fig. 3a shows that the computing latency requirement $T_{comp}$ becomes tighter when the object to be avoided is closer.

As the computing latency becomes lower, the vehicle could avoid objects that are farther away. Our vehicle has an average computing latency of $164 \text{ ms}$ (Sec. V-C), which means the vehicle could avoid any objects that are $5 \text{ m}$ away or farther when they are detected. Our worst-case computing latency is $740 \text{ ms}$, under which the vehicle could avoid objects that are detected at least $8.3 \text{ m}$ away.

This latency model allows us to understand how much computing latency matters in the end-to-end system, which provides targets/guidances for hardware acceleration. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3a, if the vehicle is to proactively plan the route to avoid an obstacle at $5 \text{ m}$ away, the computing latency must be lower than $164 \text{ ms}$.

Note that with an $a$ of $4 \text{ m/s}^2$ and $v$ of $5.6 \text{ m/s}$, the vehicle’s braking distance is $4 \text{ m}$, which is the theoretical lower-bound of obstacle avoidance. To improve safety, we deploy a last line of defense, which uses Radar and Sonar to bypass the processing system and directly controls the actuator. This mechanism could effectively avoid objects that are $4.1 \text{ m}$ away, approaching the theoretical limit (Sec. V).

Throughput Requirement The throughput requirement, quantified in the number of control commands sent to the actuator per second, dictates how often we can control the vehicle. A higher throughput allows more smooth control without abrupt turns and brakes. We set a $10 \text{ Hz}$ throughput requirement for our vehicles, which is much higher than how often a human driver manipulates vehicles. It is worth noting that the throughput requirement is relatively easier to meet than latency due to techniques such as pipelining (Sec. IV).

III-B. Energy and Thermal Constraints

Energy Constraint and Impacts on Hardware The computing systems and sensors that enable autonomous driving consume extra energy, which reduces the driving
range and translates to revenue loss for commercial vehicles. These considerations in turn impact the hardware design.

The impact of energy consumption on driving time reduction ($T_{\text{reduced}}$) could be derived using a simple model:

$$T_{\text{reduced}} = \frac{E}{P_V} - \frac{E}{P_V + P_{\text{AD}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $P_V$ denotes the power consumption of the vehicle itself (without the autonomous driving capabilities)$^{1}$, $P_{\text{AD}}$ denotes the additional power consumed to enable autonomous driving, and $E$ denotes the vehicle’s total energy capacity.

Our vehicles are electric cars that are powered by batteries, which have a total energy capacity of 6 kilowatt hour (kWh). The vehicle itself consumes 0.6 kW on average ($P_V$)$^2$, and enabling autonomous driving consumes an additional 0.175 kW ($P_{\text{AD}}$). Effectively, supporting autonomous driving reduces the driving time on a single charge from 10 hours to 7.7 hours.

Table I further breaks down the additional power consumption into four components (see Sec. V-B for a detailed hardware architecture): the main computing server (CPU + GPU), the embedded vision module (an FPGA board with the cameras, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and GPS), the six Radar units, and the eight Sonar units. The computing server contributes the most to the additional power. Energy consumption significantly impacts hardware system design. Using one of our deployments in a tourist site in Japan, let us consider the implication of adding one additional computing server — presumably to support advanced algorithms or to reduce computing latency. Since computing systems in autonomous vehicles are always-on when the vehicle is active, the idle power of the additional server alone would increase the total power consumption by 31 W, which reduces the driving time by 0.3 hours. Each vehicle in that tourist site operates about 10 hours a day; thus, the reduced operation time would translate to 3% revenue lost per day. Fig. 3b shows how the driving time reduces as $P_{\text{AD}}$ increases. If the additional server is operating at full load, the driving time is reduced by about 3.5 hours.

### Thermal Constraint

Since we have managed to optimize the total computing power consumption well under 200 W, thermal constraints do not appear to be a problem in various commercial deployment environments, where temperatures range from -20 °C to +40 °C. Conventional cooling techniques (e.g., fans) for server systems are used.

### III-C. Cost and Safety Considerations

#### Cost

In the long-term, popularizing autonomous vehicles is possible only if they significantly reduce the cost of transportation services, which in turn imposes tight cost constraints on building and supporting the vehicle.

Similar to the concept of total cost of ownership (TCO) in data centers [24], the cost of an autonomous vehicle is a complex function influenced by not only the cost of the vehicle itself, but also indirect costs such as servicing the vehicle and maintaining the back-end cloud services.

As a reference point, Table II provides a cost breakdown of our vehicle and cost comparison with LiDAR-based vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicles</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our vehicle (camera-based)</td>
<td>Cameras × 4 + IMU</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radar × 6</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonar × 8</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Price</td>
<td>$70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiDAR-based vehicle (e.g., Waymo)</td>
<td>Long-range LiDAR</td>
<td>$80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short-range LiDAR × 4</td>
<td>$16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated Retail Price</td>
<td>&gt;$300,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Safety

Safety is undoubtedly the single most important concern of an autonomous vehicle [25], [26]. In our experience, safety issues arise in two scenarios: 1) the computing latency is too long to avoid an object appearing close enough to the vehicle (as modeled in Equ. 1 and Fig. 2); 2) vision algorithms produce wrong results, e.g., missing an object.

Conventional modular redundancy handles neither scenario above. To ensure safety, our system employs a reactive path (Sec. IV), which bypasses the computing system and directly controls/throttles the vehicle. Safety is also a key reason we choose embedded FPGA platforms, which meet the automotive-grade requirements [27], instead of off-the-shelf mobile SoCs to interface with the sensors (Sec. V-A).

### III-D. A Case-Study: LiDAR vs. Camera

The choice of sensors dictates the algorithm and hardware design. Almost all the autonomous vehicle companies use LiDAR at the core of their technologies. Examples include

---

1. Note that $P_V$ is affected by the weight, which in turn consists of the weight of the vehicle itself and the weight of the passengers. The passenger weight in our 2-seater car is about one-fifth of the vehicle itself. A detailed analytical model of $P_V$ could be found at Kim et. al. [23].

2. The peak power could be as high as 2 kW.
Uber, Waymo, and Baidu. We and Tesla are among the very few that do not use LiDAR and, instead, rely on cameras and vision-based systems. Abandoning LiDAR is a key design decision driven by the various requirements and constraints described above. We elaborate the decision here as a case-study and use-case of the constraint-driven system design.

We do not intend to make a general argument about LiDAR vs. cameras. Instead, we show that for our use-cases LiDARs processing is slower than camera-based vision processing, but increases the power consumption and cost.

**Latency** Fundamentally, camera and LiDAR are perception sensors that aid perception tasks such as depth estimation, object detection/tracking, and localization (Sec. IV).

In our measurements, LiDAR processing is general slower than camera-based vision processing. For instance, a LiDAR-based localization algorithm takes 100 ms to 1 s on a high-end CPU+GPU machine while our vision-based localization algorithm finishes in about 25 ms on an embedded FPGA (Sec. V-C). As Fig. 3a shows, even an 100 ms latency difference could translate to about 1 m in object avoidance range.

The reason that LiDAR processing is inefficient has to do with its irregular algorithms. Vision algorithms consist of regular stencil operations (e.g., convolution), which are well-suited for GPUs, DSPs, and DNN accelerators. In contrast, LiDAR generates irregular point clouds [28], which consist of sparse points arbitrarily spread across the 3D space. Thus, LiDAR processing relies on irregular kernels (e.g., neighbor search) [29], which lead to inefficient memory behaviors, and does not have mature acceleration solutions.

To quantify the irregularity, Fig. 4a shows the histogram of data (point) reuse frequency when running a LiDAR localization algorithm [29], [14], [30]. Each \( <x, y, z> \) point denotes the number of points \( y \) that is reused certain times \( x \). We compare the reuse statistics between two different point clouds captured at two different scenes by the same LiDAR. While the data reuse opportunity is abundant, the number of reuses varies significantly both across points within a point cloud and across two points clouds. Therefore, conventional memory optimizations are likely ineffective.

Irregularity leads to inefficiency. We measure four common point cloud algorithms implemented in the well-tuned Point Cloud Library [31] on an Intel Coffee Lake CPU with a 9 MB LLC. Fig. 4b shows the off-chip memory traffic normalized to the optimal communication case, where all the data are reused on-chip. Existing systems require several orders of more off-chip memory accesses than the optimal case. Others have observed a similar trend. For instance, up to 60% of the GPU execution time of point cloud CNNs is spent on irregular memory accesses [32].

**Power** LiDAR is one order of magnitude more power-hungry than cameras, and thus would leave much less power headroom for the computing system and significantly reduce the driving range. For instance, Waymo’s vehicles [33] carry 1 long-range LiDAR (e.g., Velodyne HDL-64E [34]) and 4 short-range LiDARs (e.g., Velodyne Puck [35]), consuming about 92 W of power in total [22]. In contrast, the power of the 4 cameras in our vehicle is under 1 W. Fig. 3b shows that applying Waymo’s LiDAR configuration to our vehicle would further reduce the driving time by 0.8 hours on a single charge (8% per day) compared to our current system.

**Cost** The total cost of operating a vehicle that uses LiDAR is much higher. As shown in Table II, a long-range LiDAR could cost about $80,000 [17], whereas our cameras + IMU setup costs about $1,000. The total cost of a LiDAR-equipped car could cost between $300,000 to $800,000 [17]. In addition, creating and maintaining the High-Definition (HD) maps required for LiDARs can cost millions of dollars per year for a mid-size city [37] due to the need for high resolution.

**Depth Quality** It is worth noting that LiDARs do outperform cameras in providing more accurate depth information. Using the time-of-flight principle [38], LiDARs directly provide depth information at the precision of 2 cm [39]. However, our vehicles require only coarse-grained depth information and could tolerate depth errors at about 0.2 m. This is because our vehicles maneuver at a lane-granularity (1 m – 3 m wide), such as staying in a lane or switching lanes, without maneuvering within a lane.

**IV. Software Pipeline**

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of our on-vehicle processing system, which consists of three components: sensing, perception, and planning. Sensor samples are synchronized and processed before being used by the perception module, which performs two fundamental tasks: (1) understanding the vehicle itself by localizing the vehicle in the global map (i.e., ego-motion estimation) and (2) understanding the surroundings through depth estimation and object detection/tracking. The perception results are used by the planning module to plan the path and to generate the control commands. The control commands are transmitted through the CAN bus to the vehicle’s Engine Control Unit (ECU), which then activates the vehicle’s actuator, from which point on the vehicle’s mechanical components take over.

**Algorithms** We summarize the main algorithms explored in our computing system in Table III. Our localization module is based on the classic Visual Inertial Odometry algorithm [40], [41], which uses camera-captured images and IMU samples to estimate the vehicle’s position in the
Fig. 5: Block diagram of our on-vehicle processing software system. The normal processing pipeline, a.k.a., the proactive path, processes (continuous) sensor samples to generate commands that control the vehicle (steer, brake, accelerate). Independent of the proactive path, a reactive path acts as the last line of defense to ensure safety.

Table III: Algorithms explored in perception and planning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Algorithm(s)</th>
<th>Sensors(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth Estimation</td>
<td>ELAS [44]</td>
<td>Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Detection</td>
<td>YOLO [48]</td>
<td>Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Tracking</td>
<td>KCF [46]</td>
<td>Camera, Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>VIO [41]</td>
<td>Cameras, IMU, GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>MPC [47]</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

global map. Depth estimation uses stereo vision algorithms, which calculate object depth by processing the two slightly different images captured from a stereo camera pair [42], [43]. In particular, we use the classic ELAS algorithm, which uses hand-crafted features [44]. While DNN models for depth estimation exist, they are orders of magnitude more compute-intensive than non-DNN algorithms [45] while providing marginal accuracy improvements to our use-cases.

We detect objects using DNN models. Object detection is the only task in our current pipeline where the accuracy provided by deep learning justifies the overhead. An object, once detected, is tracked across time until the next set of detected objects are available. The DNN models are trained regularly using our field data. As the deployment environment can vary significantly, different models are specialized/trained using the deployment environment-specific training data. Tracking is mostly done by a Radar as we will discuss later, but we use the Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF) [46] as the baseline tracking algorithm when Radar signals are unstable. The planning algorithm is formulated as Model Predictive Control (MPC) [47].

Safety The processing pipeline described so far is what we call the proactive path—because the vehicle could carefully plan the most efficient path to the destination while avoiding obstacles. Relying completely on the proactive strategy, however, could be unsafe in two occasions: 1) the computing latency of the proactive path is too long; 2) vision algorithms produce wrong results (Sec. III-C).

To improve safety, we deploy a last line of defense using Radar (and Sonar when available) signals, which show the distance from the nearest object in front of the vehicle’s path. These signals directly enter the vehicle’s ECU and overrides the current control commands from the proactive path. We call this sub-system the reactive path, as its sole goal is to stop the vehicle in reaction to close-by obstacles that the normal processing pipeline could not avoid.

Our reactive path’s latency is as low as 30 ms, whereas the proactive path’s best-case latency is 149 ms (Sec. V-C). The reactive path lets the vehicle react to objects 4.1 m away, reduced from the 5 m distance required by the proactive path and approaching the 4 m braking distance limit (Fig. 3a).

Task-Level Parallelism Sensing, perception, and planning are serialized; they are all on the critical path of the end-to-end latency. We pipeline the three modules to improve the throughput, which is dictated by the slowest stage.

Different sensor processings (e.g., IMU vs. camera) are independent. Within perception, localization and scene understanding are independent and could execute in parallel. While there are multiple tasks within scene understanding, they are mostly independent with the only exception that object tracking must be serialized with object detection. The task-level parallelisms influence how the tasks are mapped to the hardware platform as we will discuss later.

V. Systems-on-a-Vehicle (SoV)

We provide a detailed description of the on-vehicle processing system, which we call “Systems-on-a-Vehicle” (SoV). The SoV is central to an autonomous vehicle. It comprises processes interprets sensory information to generate control commands, which are sent to the actuator to maneuver the vehicle. We start by discussing solutions that we explored but decided not to adopt (Sec. V-A), followed by our current SoV (Sec. V-B). In the end, we provide a detailed characterization of our current SoV (Sec. V-C).

V-A. Hardware Design Space Exploration

Before introducing our hardware architecture for on-vehicle processing, this section provides a retrospective discussion of the two hardware solutions we explored in
the past but decided not to adopt: off-the-shelf mobile SoCs and off-the-shelf (ASIC-based) automotive chips. They are at the two extreme ends of the hardware spectrum; our current design combines the best of both worlds.

**Mobile SoCs** We initially explored the possibility of utilizing high-end mobile SoCs, such as Qualcomm Snapdragon [50] and Nvidia Tegra [51], to support our autonomous driving workloads. The incentive is two-fold. First, since mobile SoCs have reached economies of scale, it would have been most beneficial for us to build our technology stack on affordable, backward-compatible computing systems. Second, our vehicles target micromobility with autonomous driving for three reasons. First, the compute optimizations, while we find for autonomous vehicle computing, mobile SoCs do not provide. We will discuss our software-hardware collaborative approach to sensor synchronization in Sec. VI.

**Automotive ASICs** At the other extreme are computing platforms specialized for autonomous driving, such as those from NXP [60], MobileEye [61], and Nvidia [62]. They are mostly ASIC-based chips that provide high performance at a much higher cost. For instance, the first-generation of Nvidia PX2 system costs over $10,000 while a Nvidia TX2 SoC costs only $600.

Besides the cost, we do not use existing automotive platforms for two technological reasons. First, they focus on accelerating a subset of the tasks in fully autonomous driving. For instance, Mobileye chips provide assistance to drivers through features such as forward collision warning. Thus, they accelerate key perception tasks (e.g., lane/object detection). Our goal is an end-to-end computing pipeline for fully autonomous driving, which must optimize sensing, perception, and planning as a whole. Second, similar to mobile SoCs these automotive solutions do not provide good sensor synchronization support.

**V-B. Hardware Architecture**

The results from our hardware exploration motivate the current SoV design. Our design 1) uses an on-vehicle server machine to provide sufficient compute capabilities, 2) uses an FPGA platform to directly interface with sensors to reduce redundant data movement while providing hardware acceleration for key tasks, and 3) uses software-hardware collaborative techniques for efficient sensor synchronization.
V-B.1 Overview

Fig. 7 shows an overview of the SoV hardware system. It consists of sensors, a server+FPGA heterogeneous computing platforms, the ECU3, and the CAN bus, which connects all the components. The ECU and CAN bus are standard components in non-autonomous vehicles, and have open programming interfaces [63], [64], which we directly leverage. We focus on sensors and the computing platforms.

The sensing hardware consists of (stereo) cameras, IMU, GPS, Radars, and Sonars. In particular, our vehicle is equipped with two sets of stereo cameras, one forward facing and the other backward facing, for depth estimation. One of the cameras in each stereo pair is also used to drive monocular vision tasks such as object detection. The cameras along with the IMU drive the VIO-based localization algorithm.

Considering the cost, compute requirements, and power budget, our current computing platform consists of a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ FPGA board and an on-vehicle PC machine equipped with an Intel Coffee Lake CPU and an Nvidia GTX 1060 GPU. The PC is the main computing platform, but the FPGA plays a critical role, which bridges sensors and the server and provides an acceleration platform.

V-B.2 Algorithm-Hardware Mapping

There is a large design space in mapping the sensing, perception, and planning tasks to the FPGA + server (CPU + GPU) platform. The optimal mapping depends on a range of constraints and objectives: 1) the performance requirements of different tasks, 2) the task-level parallelism across different tasks, 3) the energy/cost constraints of our vehicle, and 4) the ease of practical development and deployment.

Sensing We map sensing to the Zynq FPGA platform, which essentially acts a sensor hub. It processes sensor data and transfers sensor data to the PC for subsequent processing. The Zynq FPGA hosts an ARM-based SoC and runs a full-fledged Linux OS, on which we develop sensor processing and data transfer pipelines.

The reason sensing is mapped to the FPGA is threefold. First, embedded FPGA platforms today are built with rich/mature sensor interfaces (e.g., standard MIPI Camera Serial Interface [65]) and sensor processing hardware (e.g., ISP [66]) that server machines and high-end FPGAs lack.

Second, by having the FPGA directly process the sensor data in situ, we allow accelerators on the FPGA to directly manipulate sensor data without involving the power-hungry CPU for data movement and task coordination.

Finally, processing sensor data on the FPGA naturally let us design a hardware-assisted sensor synchronization mechanism, which is critical to perception (Sec. VI-A).

Planning We assign the planning tasks to the CPU of the on-vehicle server, for two reasons. First, the planning commands are sent to the vehicle through the CAN bus; the CAN bus interface is simply more mature on high-end servers than embedded FPGAs. Executing the planning module on the server greatly eases deployment. Second, as we will show later (Sec. V-C) planning is very lightweight, contributing to about 1% of the end-to-end latency. Thus, accelerating planning on FPGA/GPU has marginal improvement.

Perception Perception tasks include scene understanding (depth estimation and object detection/tracking) and localization, which are independent and, therefore, the slower one dictates the overall perception latency.

Fig. 6a compares the latency of the perception tasks on the embedded FPGA with the GPU. Due to the available resources, the embedded FPGA is faster than the GPU only for localization, which is more lightweight than other tasks. Since latency dictates user-experience and safety, our design offloads localization to the FPGA while leaving other perception tasks on the GPU. Overall, the localization accelerator on FPGA consumes about 200K LUTs, 120K registers, 600 BRAMs, 800 DSPs, with less than 6 W power.

This partitioning also frees more GPU resources for depth estimation and object detection, further reducing latency. Fig. 8 compares different mapping strategies. When both scene understanding and localization execute on the GPU, they compete for resources and slow down each other. Scene understanding takes 120 ms and dictates the perception latency. When localization is offloaded to the FPGA, the localization latency is reduced from 31 ms to 24 ms, and scene understanding’s latency reduces to 77 ms. Overall, the perception latency improves by 1.6 ×, translating to about 23% end-to-end latency reduction on average.

Fig. 8 also shows the performance when using an off-the-shelf Nvidia TX2 module instead of an FPGA. While significantly easier to deploy algorithms, TX2 is always a latency bottleneck, limiting the overall computing latency.

V-B.3 Partial Reconfiguration

We use FPGA not only as a “convenient” ASIC, but also exploit FPGA’s reconfigurability to provide a cost-effective programmable acceleration platform via Runtime partial reconfiguration (RPR), which time-shares part of the FPGA resources across algorithms at runtime.

RPR is useful for on-vehicle processing, because many on-vehicle tasks usually have multiple versions, each used in a particular scenario. For instance, our localization algorithm relies on salient features; features in key frames are extracted by a feature extraction algorithm [67], whereas features in non-key frames are tracked from previous frames [68];
features can be extracted in every frame, which slows down
in dynamic scenes (large change in consecutive frames), new
variation is mostly caused by the varying scene complexity.

On our platform, the EM planner takes
10 Hz – 30 Hz, meeting the throughput requirement.
Apart from sensing, perception is the biggest latency
contributor. Object detection (DNN) dominates the per-
ception latency. Fig. 10b further shows the latencies of
different perception tasks in the average case. Recall that all
perception tasks are independent except that object detection
and tracking are serialized. Therefore, the cumulative latency
detection and tracking dictates the perception latency.
To accelerate object detection, one option we explored
is to offload object detection DNN to a high-end FPGA.
Apart from the higher cost and power consumption, a key
reason we do not pursue that is programmability, as we con-
stantly change the DNN models. While there has been great
progress in building DNN accelerators, programming these
accelerators is still a challenge. This is a similar observation
made to inference in mobile devices at Facebook [73].
Planning is relatively insignificant, contributing to only
3 ms in the average case. This is because our vehicles
require only coarser-grained motion planning at a lane
granularity as discussed in Sec. III-D. Fine-grained motion
planning and control at centimeter granularities [47], usually
found in mobile robots [10], unmanned aerial vehicles [9],
and many LiDAR-based vehicles, are much more compute-
itive. One such example is the Baidu Apollo EM Motion
Planner [74], whose motion plan is generated through a
combination of Quadratic Programming (QP) and Dynamic
Programming (DP). On our platform, the EM planner takes
100 ms, 33 × more expensive than our planner.
The sensing, perception, and planning modules operate at
10 Hz – 30 Hz, meeting the throughput requirement.

VI. Sensing-Computing Co-Design
While lots of architectural research lately have focused
on perception and planning in robotics and autonomous
vehicles [9], [10], [11], [13], [75], [76], sensing has largely
VI-A. Sensor Synchronization

Sensor synchronization is crucial to perception algorithms, which fuse multiple sensors. For instance, vehicle localization uses Visual-Inertial Odometry, which uses both camera and IMU sensors. Similarly, object depth estimation uses stereo vision algorithms, which require the two cameras in a stereo system to be precisely synchronized. Overall, the four camera sensors (i.e., two stereo cameras) and the IMU must all be synchronized with each other.

Almost all the academic work assumes that sensors are already synchronized; widely-adopted benchmarks and datasets such as KITTI [77] manually synchronize sensors so that researchers could focus on algorithmic developments. Sensor synchronization in real-world, however, is challenging. No mature solutions exist in the public domain.

VI-A.1 The Problem

An ideal sensor synchronization ensures that two sensor samples that have the same timestamp capture the same event. This in turn translates to two requirements. First, all sensors are triggered simultaneously. Second, each sensor sample is associated with a precise timestamp.

Out-of-sync sensor data is detrimental to perception. Fig. 11a shows how unsynchronized stereo cameras affects depth estimation in our perception pipeline. As the temporal offset between the two cameras increases (further to the left on x-axis), the depth estimation error increases (y-axis). Even if the two cameras are off-sync by only 30 ms, the depth estimation error could be as high as 10 m. Fig. 11b illustrates the effect of variable-latency sensor data. The localization error could be as high as 10 m.

Fig. 11: Importance of sensor synchronization.

been overlooked. This section discusses two examples where sensing plays a key role in autonomous vehicles. Critically in each case, we explore opportunities to co-design/co-optimize sensing with computing to improve system efficiency.

VI-A.2 Software-Hardware Collaborative Solution

We propose a software-hardware collaborative sensor synchronization design to address the issues in software-only solutions. Fig. 12c shows the high-level diagram of our system, which is based on two principles: (1) trigger sensors simultaneously using a single common timing source, and (2) obtain each sensor sample’s timestamp close to the sensor so that the timestamp accurately captures the sensor triggering time while avoiding the variable sensor processing delay; this is what we call “near-sensor” synchronization.

Guided by these two principles, we introduce a hardware synchronizer, which triggers the camera sensors and the IMU using a common timer initialized by the satellite atomic time provided by the GPS device. The camera operates at 30 FPS while the IMU operates at 240 FPS. Thus, the camera triggering signal is downsampled 8 times from the IMU triggering signal, which also guarantees that each camera sample is always associated with an IMU sample.

Equally important to triggering sensors simultaneously is to pack a precise timestamp with each sensor sample. This must be done by the synchronizer as sensors are not built to do so. A hardware-only solution would be for the localization algorithm, continuously polls the sensors and generates a timestamp for each sensor sample. Sensor samples that have the same timestamp are then treated as capturing the same event by the localization algorithm.

This approach, however, is inaccurate for two reasons. First, the camera and the IMUs sensors are triggered individually, because each sensor operates under their own timer, which might not be synchronized with each other. Therefore, it might be theoretically impossible for different sensors to capture the same event simultaneously.

More importantly, even if the sensors are triggered simultaneously, there is a long processing pipeline before the sensor data reaches the application. The processing pipeline introduces variable latency that is non-deterministic. While known constant latency could be compensated in software, variable latency is hard to capture and compensate.

Fig. 12b illustrates the effect of variable-latency sensor pipeline. Compared with the exact camera sensor triggering time, the moment that a frame reaches the application running on the CPU is delayed by sensor exposure, data transmission to the SoC, as well as the processing at the sensor interface, ISP, and the DRAM. While the sensor exposure time and the transmission delay are fixed, other processing components introduce variable latency. For instance, in our experiments we find that the ISP processing latency may vary by about 10 ms. As we move up the software stack on CPU, the temporal variation could be as much as 100 ms.

The same issue exists in the IMU processing pipeline too, where the data transmission delay is relatively constant but the CPU code introduces variable latency. As a result, when C0 reaches the application layer, its timestamp would be the same as the timestamp of M7. Thus, the application would regard C0 and M7 as capturing the same event, whereas in fact they are triggered at different times.

VI-A.2.1 Hardware-only Solutions

The same issue exists in the IMU processing pipeline too, where the data transmission delay is relatively constant but the CPU code introduces variable latency. As a result, when C0 reaches the application layer, its timestamp would be the same as the timestamp of M7. Thus, the application would regard C0 and M7 as capturing the same event, whereas in fact they are triggered at different times.

VI-A.2.2 Software-Hardware Collaborative Solution

We propose a software-hardware collaborative sensor synchronization design to address the issues in software-only solutions. Fig. 12c shows the high-level diagram of our system, which is based on two principles: (1) trigger sensors simultaneously using a single common timing source, and (2) obtain each sensor sample’s timestamp close to the sensor so that the timestamp accurately captures the sensor triggering time while avoiding the variable sensor processing delay; this is what we call “near-sensor” synchronization.

Guided by these two principles, we introduce a hardware synchronizer, which triggers the camera sensors and the IMU using a common timer initialized by the satellite atomic time provided by the GPS device. The camera operates at 30 FPS while the IMU operates at 240 FPS. Thus, the camera triggering signal is downsampled 8 times from the IMU triggering signal, which also guarantees that each camera sample is always associated with an IMU sample.
VI-A.3 Performance and Cost Analyses

Our sensor synchronization system is precise. The localization results are indistinguishable from ground truth in our experiments. To adapt to different/more sensors in the future, we implement the hardware synchronizer on the FPGA. The synchronizer is extremely lightweight in design with only 1,443 LUTs and 1,587 registers and consumes 5 mW of power. Our synchronization solution is also fast. It incurs less than 1 ms delay to the end-to-end latency.

Our synchronization system can also easily be extended to support more or different types of sensors owing to the software-hardware collaborative strategy. For instance, we are currently exploring next-generation systems that use more than four cameras. Synchronizing more cameras simply requires expanding the number of trigger signals; the rest of synchronization, including timestamp adjustment, is all handled at the application layer. To our best knowledge, this is the first sensor synchronization technology in the public domain that can flexibly adapt to more/different sensors.

VI-B. Augmenting Computing with Sensors

Our perception system is driven by vision algorithms, which are compute-intensive. A key observation we have is that much of the perception information could be derived using additional (inexpensive) sensors while reducing compute cost. In cases where sensing could replace computing, accelerating the computing algorithm has little value. We discuss two concrete instances demonstrated in our vehicles.

Localization  VIO is a classic localization algorithm that we use to estimate the position of the vehicle in the global map. VIO, however, fundamentally suffers from cumulative errors [79]. The longer distance the vehicle travels, the more inaccurate the position estimation is. While it is possible to use advanced algorithms to correct the cumulative errors [80], [81], those algorithms tend to be compute-intensive.

To alleviate the VIO cumulative errors with little overhead, we propose a GPS-VIO hybrid approach. A GPS device obtains the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signal; when the GNSS signal is strong, the GNSS updates are directly used as the vehicle’s current position and fed to the planning module. Meanwhile, the GNSS signals are used to correct the VIO errors. In particular, the local position obtained using VIO is fused with the global localization information obtained from the GPS signal using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [47]. If later the GPS reception is unstable (e.g., in underground tunnels) or when GPS multi-path problem occurs [82], the corrected VIO results could be

---

\(^4\)The transmission time consists of the readout time from the sensor’s analog buffer [78] and the transmission time on the MIPI/CSI-2 [65] bus.
used to obtain position updates. The EKF fusion algorithm executes in about 1 ms, much more lightweight than the VIO localization algorithm (24 ms).

**Tracking** We replace compute-intensive visual tracking algorithms with Radar sensors, which directly measure the relative radial velocity of an object and combine consecutive observations of the same target into a trajectory. Adding Radars increases the vehicle’s cost only modestly, as today’s automotive Radars cost only about $500 (Table II). Radar is also robust to adverse weather conditions.

While offloading the tracking task to Radars avoids running costly visual tracking algorithms, the challenge is that Radars do not detect objects. Therefore, we must match object detected by vision algorithms with object tracked by Radars. We call this spatial synchronization. We propose a spatial synchronization algorithm, which projects object pose from the Radar coordinates to the camera coordinates and then matches the object pose estimations from both the vision algorithms and from the Radar. Our spatial synchronization finishes on the CPU in 1 ms, 100 × more lightweight than KCF, a classic tracking algorithm [46].

**VII. Concluding Remarks**

This section provides retrospective and prospective views. About 50% of our R&D budget over the past three years has been spent on building and optimizing the computing system. We are not alone, as Tesla also dedicates significant R&D resources towards developing a suitable computing system [83]. We find that autonomous driving incorporates a myriad of different tasks across computing and sensor domains with new design constraints. While accelerating individual algorithms is extremely valuable, what eventually mattered is the systematic understanding and optimization of the end-to-end system.

**Holistic SoV Optimizations** The SoV of an autonomous vehicle includes many components, such as the sensors, the computing platform, and the vehicle’s ECU. We must move beyond optimizing only the computing platform to optimizing the SoV holistically. A critical first step toward holistic SoV optimization is to understand the constraints and tradeoffs from an SoV perspective. We present generic latency, throughput, power/energy, and cost models of autonomous vehicles, and demonstrate concrete examples drawn from our own vehicle’s design parameters (Sec. III).

Taking an SoV perspective, we show that sensing, a traditionally less optimized component, is a major bottleneck of the end-to-end latency (Sec. V-C). While perception and planning continue to be critical—especially in complex environments and when vehicles are to be precisely maneuvered—optimizing the sensing stack (e.g., sensor processing algorithms, kernel and driver, and hardware architecture) would provide a greater return of investment.

The SoV components are traditionally designed in isolation. However, their tight integration in the SoV requires us to co-optimize them as a whole. We present two examples where sensing and computing could be co-optimized to improve the perception quality (Sec. VI). Broader co-design between optics, sensing, computing, and vehicle engineering could unlock new optimization opportunities in the future.

**Horizontal, Cross-Accelerator Optimization** Many have studied accelerator designs for individual on-vehicle processing tasks such as localization [84], [14], DNN [85], [86], [87], [88], [89], depth estimation [45], [90], and motion planning [9], [10], but meaningful gains at the system level are possible only if we expand beyond optimizing individual accelerators to exploiting the interactions across accelerators, a.k.a. accelerator-level parallelism (ALP) [91], [92]. We present the data-flow across different on-vehicle algorithms and their inherent task-level parallelisms (Sec. IV), which future work could build on.

While the most common form of ALP today is found on a single chip (e.g., in a smartphone SoC), ALP in autonomous vehicles usually exists across multiple chips. For instance, in our current computing platform localization is accelerated on an FPGA while depth estimation and object detection are accelerated by a GPU (Sec. V-B). Soon on-vehicle processing tasks might be offloaded to edge servers or even the cloud. Efforts that exploit ALP while taking into account constraints arising in different contexts would significantly improve on-vehicle processing.

We also discuss the opportunities and feasibility of time-sharing the FPGA resources across different accelerators via PRP (Sec. V-B3), which presents a new dimension for exploiting ALP in the SoV. We see RPR as a cost-effective solution to support non-essential tasks that used only infrequently. For instance, sensor samples captured in the field could be compressed and upload to the cloud; this task in our deployment happens only once per hour, and thus could be swapped in only when needed.

**“TCO” Model for Autonomous Vehicles** This paper takes a first step toward presenting the key aspects of an autonomous vehicle’s cost, including sensors and computing units in the on-board processing system as well as maintaining and operating the services in the cloud.

We are formulating a comprehensive cost model for autonomous vehicles, which could enable cost-effective optimization opportunities [93] and reveal new design tradeoffs such as cost vs. latency, similar in a way that the TCO model [24] drives new optimizations in data centers, e.g., the scale-up vs. scale-out processor designs [94].
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